leadership passed to Microsoft Research, with close to 1,000 researchers and many research labs all over the world.
I was acutely reminded of those challenging times in the 1990s, when the news flashed last September that Microsoft Research closed down its Silicon Valley Lab, laying off dozens of researchers. Of course, Microsoft's business challenges have been a topic of wide public discussion for the past few years, and the lab closure was part of a major strategy shift in Microsoft, which included layoffs of 18,000 employees. Yet, the swiftness of the lab closure, and the fact that Microsoft decided to close a lab located in Silicon Valley, widely considered the mecca of computing, shook the computingresearch community.
This sense of nasty surprise led to an unusual public exchange of letters in October. Some 28 members of the theoretical computer science community posted an open letter to Microsoft Research management, expressing "the research community's shock and disappointment at the sudden and harsh way in which the members of the Microsoft Research Silicon Valley Lab were dismissed," and calling for "a dialogue about the ways in which Microsoft can try to restore the environment that enabled MSR to produce such great research in the past." Microsoft Research's management issued a response within a week, explaining the closure of the lab as a business necessity, and stating Microsoft's continued commitment to fundamental research. The technology business is conducive to a "winner-takes-all" pattern; whereby an early entrant develops a technology niche and goes on to dominate it, establishing an effective monopoly. Dominant corporations can afford to establish research divisions that focus not only on research that is directly relevant to the corporation's business, but also on research of broader scope and longer term. Inevitably, however, the business environment changes, dominance is lost, and emphasis on research yields to more pressing business needs.
Microsoft Research after the closure of the Silicon Valley Lab is a changed place. Once a sense of invincibility is lost, it simply cannot be regained. The decision to close a single lab and lay off most of its researchers-including many top performers-rather than spread the pain across the whole research division, whatever its business rationale (which I cannot judge), means that Microsoft researchers are now acutely aware of their vulnerability. This sense of vulnerability may have serious consequences. Ultimately, the future of Microsoft Research is intimately tied to the future of Microsoft itself. Can Microsoft retain its dominance? Can Microsoft Research retain its commitment to fundamental research?
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